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Abstract—With the rapid development of e-commerce, electronic 
contracts are not secure enough for both businessmen and 
government, due to the absence of authentication, integrality, 
non-repudiation, uniform specification and centralized 
management. We propose that e-contract should involve digital 
signature as its primary element, and the E-Contract Record 
Center should be introduced into the management of e-contract. 
In this paper, we present a model for electronic contract 
enactment, monitoring and management based on the security 
view. Additional, a framework for e-contract management is 
presented with the purpose of regularizing the e-commerce 
market, protecting businessmen’s right and interests, and 
facilitating governmental monitoring of the e-commerce market, 
where we define a lifecycle of e-contract and recounted the 
establishment process of e-contract. Finally, we present 
implement architecture for the model and framework given 
above, which give the service and module design of two systems: 
e-contract system and ECRC system. 

Keywords-Electronic contract; Security; Digital signature; ER 
model; UML model; Lifecycle; Monitoring and management; 
Implement architecture. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  
With the rapid development of e-commerce in china, 

electronic contract gradually becomes a key factor that may 
withhold this “electronic” trend, which concerns not only 
businessmen but also governmental supervisors. One important 
reason is that a majority of electronic contracts are neither 
secure nor legitimate up to now, due to the absence of 
authentication, integrality, and non-repudiation, for which 
traditional paper contracts always can’t be replaced by 
electronic contracts in crucial transaction; The other one is that 
electronic contracts without uniform specification and 
centralized management are difficult to be monitored and 
managed for supervisors, which may bring the loss of revenue 
and increase of lawless behaviors.  

“A contract is a binding agreement between two or more 
parties, defining the set of obligations, duties and rewards in a 
business process, which is important for attaining 
interoperability of business processes and enforcing its proper 
enactment”[1]. “An electronic contract is a special kind of 
contract which is modeled, specified, executed, controlled and 
monitored by information system with EDI (Electric Data 

Interchange) tools”[2]. Actually, an e-contract document is 
only a sequence of binary code stored in computer’s disk, 
which can be lost or tampered with easily. Suppose that two 
parties involved in a contract submit two different contracts, 
it’s too hard for the judge to tell which one is original. In other 
words, nobody can prove that the e-contract in hand is still the 
original one without any changes. Therefore, digital signature 
is used widely in e-commerce area by recent years, which 
ensures the information’s including the e-contract’s 
authentication, integrality, and non-repudiation. Appending 
digital signature to e-contract document is one approach of this 
paper to solve the problems mentioned above. 

However, digital signature is just a technical method. In 
order to enhance the security of electronic contract, we needs 
more administrative approaches to regularize the e-commerce 
market, to protect businessmen’s right and interests, and 
especially to facilitate governmental monitoring of the e-
commerce market. An important administrative approach 
presented by this paper is recording and preserving the copy of 
original electronic contracts by a third-party organization 
which may offer legal services such as accreditation, 
notarization or arbitration. This third-party organization with 
the name of Electronic Contract Record Center (ECRC) could 
be government or non-governmental organization authorized 
by the government. The parties involved in e-contracts are 
responsible to submit their contracts entered into force to 
ECRC.  

The contribution and coverage of this article are as follows: 
(i) a lifecycle management based viewpoint to conceptualize 
electronic contracts in different phases, (ii) a contract model 
based on digital signature views, (iii) a framework of e-contract 
management facilitated by the electronic contract record center, 
(iv) implement architecture for e-contract monitoring and 
management. 

The rest of our article is organized as follows. Section 2 
presents our model for e-contracts. Section 3 illustrates how 
ECRC facilitate the e-contract’s monitoring and management. 
Section 4 presents the implement architecture for e-contract 
enactment, monitoring and management. Section 5 compares 
related work. Finally, we conclude this article in Section 6. 
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II. E-CONTRACT MODEL 
Contracts are complex sets involving various entities and 

relations. Parties, exchange value, clauses, activities and 
signatures are all primary elements of electronic contract. Our 
model is going to conceptually specify the elements with 
essential attributes and the relationship between them. As 
contracts have three main stages: preparation, negotiation and 
fulfillment, this paper focuses on the preparation and 
negotiation stages. Especially, our model is based on the view 
of enhancing the security of e-contract and facilitating the 
government’s monitoring and management. Here, we present 
two information models: ER model and UML model. The 
former one emphasizes the conceptual analysis of relations 
between entities; the latter one emphasizes the description of 
the data structure. 

A. ER model for e-contract 
“The Entity-Relationship (ER) model, with varying syntax 

and with some semantic variations, is widely used in both the 
research community and in industry” [3]. The model is easy to 
understand and use, even may be supported directly by a 
DBMS (Database Management System), so that ER model is 
often used for different but related purposes, namely for 
analysis and design. An ER diagram provides a nice 
perspective of database design, which focuses on the structural 
aspects of database schemas. The ER diagram can be built by 
simple tools, and naturally describe complex relationship 
between varieties of data, by using three primary elements: 
entity, attribute and relation. 

 

Figure 1.  Entity-Relationship model for e-contract 

Fig.1 shows the ER model for electronic contract. It is 
composed only by entity and relation, which makes the 
diagram more clear and easy to understand. The task of 
constructing entities with attributes is left for the UML model. 
In this ER model, the entity sets include contract, party, 
exchange value, clause, activity and signature. Among these 
entities, contract is the root entity, which has four sub 
elements: party, exchange value, clause and signature. One 
contract involves at least two parties, who play different roles 
in business. Exchange value containing the information of 
exchange products or service, exchange process and payment, 
is the most sensitive part of contract for not only the 
businessmen but also the government. A contract involves 

several exchange values. Clauses specifying the obligations, 
duties and rewards in a business process, are logically 
composed of activities which involving some parties. Activity 
is the entity with the minimum scale for analysis and control. 
One clause can refer to other clauses; correspondingly, one 
activity can have several sub activities. Signature is important 
to the whole model, which associated with both the contract 
and party. The-one to-many relationship between contract and 
signature presents that one contract can contains several 
signatures, and one signature can only involve one contract. 
The one-to-many relationship between party and signature 
presents that one party can also sign more than one signature, 
but, one signature can only involve one party. Each entity or 
relationship may have many attributes which are removed from 
this diagram. Next, the UML model will reveal an overall view 
of the model for e-contract. 

B. UML model for e-contract 
Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a modeling language 

for visualizing, specifying, constructing, and documenting the 
artifacts of a software-intensive system.[1] Since first 
introduced in 1997, UML has quickly become the standard 
modeling language for software development. It consists of 
nine diagrammatic notations, which can describe static or 
dynamic performance of a system. The standardization of the 
notation and the wide acceptance by software practitioners is 
the main advantage of UML. In this paper, we use class-
diagram in UML to describe the data structure of e-contract. 

 

Figure 2.  UML model for e-contract 

Fig.2 presents a model for e-contract with class diagram－
one of diagrams in UML. As the same in ER model, a contract 
involves at least two parties, at least one clause, one exchange 
value with at least one record of information of exchange 
product or service, some digital signatures. An activity is part 
of one clause, and associates with at least one party. 
Furthermore, this diagram shows the detailed attributes of the 
entities, some of which difficult to understand are illustrated 
bellow: 
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1) Contract: “ID” is a unique code in the whole market 
created automatically according to some coding rule. “Title” is 
the name of contract which can show the abstract of this 
contract. Type shows what the contract focuses on, such as 
steel, book, cotton, oil, computer and so on. “Valid date” 
illustrates when the valid time of contract starts and ends. 
“State” and “record status” are both used to facilitate the 
management of e-contract, by marking the state of contract in 
the lifecycle, which will be introduced in section 4 of this 
paper. “Signature status” recording the status of signature of 
contract, supports the multi-signature management. 

2) Party: Since party in contract may be an organization or 
a person, the “party ID” may be a unique code of an 
organization or an identity card number of some person. 
“Contact” refers to the person who signs this contract together 
with his (her) contact way, such as phone number, email, fax, 
etc. “Role” tells what the party’s duty is in a contract, for 
example, buyer, seller, the third party, etc. 

3) Clause: “Serial number” facilitates the navigation of 
clauses. “Clause name” is obvious to understand. 
“Specification” describes the content of clause. “Reference” is 
used to refer other clauses. 

4) Exchange value: “Total cost” is the sum of payment in 
contract. 

5) Activity: “Variable” describes the key value in the 
clause usually changed during the negotiation. 

6) Signature: “Digest” is the hash value of the target 
document. “Certification” contains information of the digital 
certification with the public key of the signer. “Algorithm” is 
the standard crypto-algorithm to sign and verify the signature. 
“Sign value” is the result of encryption by signer’s private key, 
which can be used to verify signature by decrypting it with 
signer’s public key. “Signer ID” is used to associate with the 
party of signer. “Valid date” gives the valid period of signature. 
“Reference” locates the target document to be signed in the 
contract. 

III. FRAMEWORK FOR E-CONTRACT MANAGEMENT 
The framework for e-contract management is presented 

with the purpose of regularizing the e-commerce market, 
protecting businessmen’s right and interests, and facilitating 
governmental monitoring of the e-commerce market. 
Therefore, our framework is built on an administrative view. 
By originating the Electronic Contract Record Center (ECRC), 
we find the way to reach our destination. In the framework, we 
first present a lifecycle definition of e-contract to describe 
dynamic feathers of e-contract precisely. After that, we propose 
an establishment process of e-contract, which is the key part of 
the framework. 

A. Lifecycle of e-contract 
As we known, common contracts have three stages: 

preparation, negotiation and fulfillment. However, in some 
cases, contracts need terminating, in order to be revised or 
canceled. To cover this requirement, we propose a new stage 
called termination. Even though, four stages are too rough to 

describe lifecycle of e-contract. Hence, considering the 
signature process, we propose an eight states lifecycle of e-
contract as Fig.3 shows. 

Eight states are defined bellow: 

1) Contract Template: A template of some kind of contract, 
with standard format and part of the content of contract. 
Contract templates are published by government.  

2) Draft Contract: A void contract composed by one party 
without any signature, which allows modifying. Draft contract 
is used to negotiate with other parties. 

 
Figure 3.  Lifecycle for e-contract 

3) Middle Contract: A contract with at least one signature 
signed by the crucial party, but not containing all essential 
signatures. Usually, a contract involves only two crucial 
parties, buyer and seller. In that situation, a middle contract is 
the contract with one signature. A middle contract doesn’t 
allow modifying. If modifying the middle contract, signatures 
will be invalid, and the contract will become a draft contract 
according to our definition. 

4) Valid Contract: A contract with all essential signatures, 
also doesn’t allow modifying. If modifying, all signatures will 
be invalid, and the contract will become a draft contract. 

5) Accomplished Contract: A valid contract has been 
fulfilled, without terminated. 

6) Terminated Contract: A contract need terminating 
during fulfillment, as all parties reach an agreement to revise 
current contract or to cancel it. The terminated contract needs 
at least one party’s new signature for terminating the contract, 
but without all the essential parties’ terminating signatures. 
Terminated contract also doesn’t allow modifying. 

7) Revising Contract: A terminated contract with all 
essential parties’ terminating signatures, and with the purpose 
of revising the content of contract. 

8) Canceled Contract: A terminated contract with all 
essential parties’ terminating signatures, and with the purpose 
of canceling the contract. 

B. Establishment process of e-contract 
Among the four stages given above, the establishment 

process focuses on the preparation and negotiation stages, 
which is the most important part of the framework of e-contract 
management. The process ensures the e-contract secure enough 
for its management, according to our model and lifecycle for e-
contract. Besides, introducing the Electronic Contract Record 
Center (ECRC) into the process makes us standing at an 
administrative position. This provides more fairness, security 
and legitimacy. Because the government takes the 
responsibility of protecting these recorded valid contracts, and 
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the rules that every valid e-contract should be recorded are able 
to restrict all e-commerce traders by governmental force 
power.  

 

Figure 4.  Establishment process of e-contract 

Fig.4 illustrates the establishment process of e-contract. In 
this process, we suppose that contract involves only two parties 
(party A and party B), which most likely happens. There are 
three facilities that are key nodes of this process: e-contract 
System A, e-contract B and ECRC. The e-contract systems are 
the same information system, used by different parties. The 
functions of e-contract system include downloading contract 
template from ECRC, creating a contract with input 
information based on the template, signing signature on the 
contract, sending the contract to other parties, receiving and 
reading the contract sent by other parties, copying the valid 
contract and sending it to ECRC(we call it recording a 
contract). The e-contract system should be able to use on 
personal computers, third-party trading platform, and enterprise 
inner commerce system, all where transaction will happen.  

The ECRC is a web site server and an information 
platform, which provides service like publishing contract 
templates, downloading contract templates, uploading the valid 
contracts from clients, querying the records of clients’ 
contracts, providing the recorded contract document as 
evidence and providing kinds of statistics reports to 
government. The ECRC should be in charge of government or 
the organization authorized by government.  

The main process divided into eight steps without exception 
branches, which are described in order bellow: 

1) Suppose that party in charge of creating a contract 
doesn’t have the template, he must send a request for 
downloading specific kind of contract template. 

2) The ECRC responses for the download request by 
providing a download service for the party. 

3) Party A first creates an e-contract with the help of e-
contract system. Then, the contract is a draft contract according 

to lifecycle definition. If the contract is correct, party A signs 
his(or her) signature on the contract also with the e-contract 
system. Then, the contract becomes a middle contract. 

4) Party A sends the middle contract to party B’s e-contract 
system. 

5) Received the middle contract, the e-contract system 
should inform party B about this arrival. 

6) Party B would check the content and verify the signature 
first. If no disagreement, party B should sign his (or her) 
signature on the contract. Then, the contract becomes a valid 
contract. 

7) Party B is also responsible to send a copy of the valid 
contract to party A. 

8) Both parties are responsible to send a copy of the valid 
contract to ECRC, which is called recording. 

After recording the valid contract, the establishment 
process goes to the end, but the contract goes into the 
fulfillment stage according to the lifecycle. If both parties want 
to terminate this contract, they can let the contract go into the 
termination stage. Additionally, if any step in above process 
throws an exception, the system should generate an exception 
handling process. All of those are not described in detail here. 

IV. IMPLEMENT ARCHITECTURE 
Fig.5 depicts the implement architecture for e-contract 

system run on the parties’ computers. There are five main 
services provided and several modules supporting those 
services. The e-contract system may communicate with parties 
who use it, other e-contract systems with which it transports 
contracts and the ECRC where it recording contracts. Each 
communication should have specific interface. Five services 
provided by system are “contract management” with the 
functions of searching, reading, canceling and modifying the 
contract document; “contract creation” leading user to create a 
contract step by step; “contract signing” guiding user to sign 
the signature; “contract transport” facilitating the transport of 
contracts between parties; “contract termination” to implement 
the functions of revising contracts and canceling contracts. 

 

Figure 5.  Architecture for e-contract system 
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Fig.6 depicts the implement architecture for e-contract 
record center system which is a web service system. The 
ECRC system communicates with parties who can logon and 
manage their recorded contracts, e-contract systems taking 
charge of recording contracts here, the government who uses 
the search and statistic functions of this system. There are also 
five main services: contract management is the same as e-
contract system; contract search is used by government to find 
specific contracts; contract statistics is also used by 
government to find out more static or dynamic feathers of the 
e-commerce market by monitoring e-contracts; template 
publish and download is provided to realize the lifecycle 
management described in section 4; contract record is the core 
service of the system which handling great amount of 
recording events every day. 

 

Figure 6.  Architecture for ECRC system 

V. RELATED WORK 
In recent years, a lot of papers focused on modeling of e-

contract. Ting-Peng Liang[4] studied how Intelligent Agents 
can be used to facilitate electronic trading. Chiu[1, 5, 6]  has 
done many works on modeling e-contract on enactment and 
negotiation based on the workflow view, and then discovered a 
more effective design of negotiation processes by considering 
partial order among template variables.[7] Krishna[2] 
presented an ECER framework for modeling e-contract but 
also based on workflow. Chieu[8] presented an enterprise 
electronic contract management system based on Service-
Oriented Architecture. All of them didn’t focus on the security 
of e-contract, which seems to be a more important problem 
nowadays. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we focused on how to enhance the security of 

e-contract. We proposed that e-contract should involve digital 
signature as its primary element and the E-Contract Record 
Center should be introduced into the management of e-

contract. Based on these views, we built two models for e-
contract. One was entity-relationship model, and the other was 
UML model. According to these models, then we presented a 
framework for e-contract management based on an 
administrative view of government, where we defined a 
lifecycle of e-contract and recounted the establishment process 
of e-contract. Here, we insisted that only governmental force 
power can enhance the fairness and security of e-contract, of 
course with the help of digital signature. Finally, we presented 
implement architecture for the models and framework given 
above, which gave the service and module design of two 
systems: e-contract system and ECRC system.  

Electronic contract is a sensitive point in e-commerce area, 
which involves many more parties’ rights and interests. Any 
tiny change of rules may cause huge storm in market. 
Especially on the view of government, we need a mature and 
practical solution to regulate and accelerate the development of 
e-contract. This paper gives a good approach to achieve above 
goals, but we need more study on related area to improve our 
models. 
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